














Branded content is content that is 
associated with a brand by Consumers, 

provides entertainment and follows 
content marketing principles.









“To develop a solid content strategy,
Marketers need to identify the objective:

In the era of ad blocking
and crude targeting on traditional media, 

content marketing is the Holy Grail –
for a millennial-focused communication

strategies” 

(Millward Brown 2016)





According to Neilsen, consumers spend
35% of their time online between media

and social media.





“In a world of zero marginal cost,
being trusted is the single most
urgent way to build a business”

- Seth Goden
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“We’re a media company now”

David Beebe, Mariott’s vice president
Of global creative







THE NEW YORK TIMES makes 20% of it’s revenue from it 
($30-$40million).

Skift makes 30% of its revenue from it.

Gawker Media makes 33% of its revenue from it. 

The world’s biggest media companies, including BuzzFeed, VICE Media,
CNN, Forbes and WSJ are all growing internal studios for it.

Maximum Media Solutions hired over 40 journalists, designers, 
Community managers and strategists in 2015 to cater for it.

The FTC in America has been forced to issue new guidelines for it.
Netflix, Costa Coffee, Nokia, Ford, GE, Mini and numerous others

Have invested in it.

Adblocking’s growth will mean more of it and it receives two times more visual focus than 
banners.

And globally it’s expected to grow to a $21 billion market by 2018

Source @Shaneoleary1





In a study performed by Forbes, consumers
were 41% more likely to make a purchase

after viewing a web page with branded content 
than when they viewed a web page without 

branded content. (Parish,2016)



‘You need Editors, Not Brand Managers’
Marketing Legend Seth Godin on the 

Future of Branded Content



Can you add image of gif around gillette? 



This is the branded content revolution and how 
things are changing in terms of a brands marketing 

strategies. It has never been more cost effective 
than now to build relationships with customers. 

This is revolutionizing the way we speak to our 
customers and is proving to be much more 
impactful and cost effective than traditional 

advertising methods.









To Recap… - can you source an image for the background also

Can you embed a gif?




